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Introduction 

Dissatisfaction with health care systems seems to be a common phenomenon, with reforms 

undertaken all around the globe.1 Political initiatives to change health systems often proceed 

by giving detailed prescriptions, which seldom leads to the desired results. Through these 

efforts, the dynamic behaviours of the actors and the processes of their constant interaction 

are regularly neglected. Apart from ignoring how the system actually works, the potential of 

generating innovation and change “from within the system” through experimentation is 

widely suppressed.2 

In this paper a bottom-up perspective is taken, starting with the explanation of individual 

behaviour and its role in creating, implementing or impeding change. Because of the 

significant role of organizations as providers of health services, the perspective is expanded to 

organizational behaviour. When innovation and change shall be explained on the basis of 

individual behaviour, we need a clear model of human behaviour. A fruitful approach is based 

on the concept of mental models, as it is able to explain creativity and individual choice 

processes as well as social influences and constrains upon individual deliberation. It can 

easily be connected to existing concepts of knowledge and capabilities and can serve as a link 

between so far distinct strands of research in the fields of institutional economics and 

organization theory.3  

In a first step, a general framework being able to explain innovative as well as inertial 

individual and collective behaviour is established. In a second step, a brief literature review is 

undertaken to gather clues about how this framework may be applied to health care and which 

factors might actually influence the processes of change in this sector. Due to paper size, the 

scope of this attempt is limited to health care providers.  

 

 

 

                                                 
1  Glouberman/Mantzavinos (2001, 56). 
2  Cf. Okruch (2001); Cassel/Sundmacher (2006, 279); Klimecki (1998) for a similar case of administration 

reform. 
3  For economics see for example Denzau/North (1994); Mantzavinos (2001); Budzinski (2003); for 

organizational science Argyris/Schön (1996); Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997) and the cognitive aspects of learning 
in Fiol/Lyles (1985). 
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The Cognitive Foundation of Individual Behaviour  

Individual Learning and Mental Models 

„The greatest challenge for the social sciences is to explain change – or more specifically, 

social, political, economic, and organizational change. The starting point must be an 

account of human learning, which is the fundamental prerequisite for explaining such 

change. The ability to learn is the main reason for the observed plasticity of human 

behaviour, and the interaction of learning individuals gives rise to change in society, 

polity, economy, and organizations.”4 

Human behaviour can be interpreted as problem-solving, which is guided by the motivation to 

increase individual utility.5 The focal point of every action is the brain, which processes 

incoming environmental information and directs the individual activity. The structure of the 

mind can be interpreted in terms of different kinds of rules.6 Rules of categorization interpret 

the signals coming from the sensory perception organs and try to assign them to certain 

categories, which have been learned by the individual until that point. Thus it is possible to 

recognize objects, feelings or events and to trigger appropriate action. The relevant behaviour 

in a certain situation is determined by rules auf causation, or condition-action rules. For each 

considered course of action, they state an expected result. For choosing one out of several 

possible alternatives, the different consequences attributed to each solution have to be 

valuated. Therefore rules need to be applied that assign a value to actually perceived or 

expected states, according to their expected influence on utility.  

The stimulus for action is the perceiving of a personal feeling or a certain state of the 

environment that is judged as a problem. Learning takes place through conducting a specific 

action to solve that problem and afterwards perceiving and evaluating the consequences. 

Successful solutions will be reapplied, if a problem occurs, that is perceived similar to the 

former situation. When a certain rule is repeatedly applied successfully to a frequently 

occurring problem, this rule is strengthened. For common problems, this can lead to the 

automatic application of rules without any prior reflection. These rules are called routines and 

can safe a tremendous amount of cognitive capacity.7 

                                                 
4  Mantzavinos/North/Shariq (2003, 2). 
5  Mantzavinos (2001, 10-15). For the following arguments see especially Mantzavinos (2001, chap. I); 

Denzau/North (1994, 13); Budzinski (2003, 215-217). 
6  Mantzavinos (2001, 24-26).  
7  Mantzavinos (2001, 29). 
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Mental models are sets of rules, which are built to address a specific situation. They guide 

the perception and order the available knowledge relevant for solving the problem. This can 

mean that for a problem that is perceived as new, comparisons are made to similar problems 

and rules are applied that proved successful in a different setting (heuristics). It also allows 

for the creative imagination of completely new solutions or the adoption of externally 

available rules (learning from others). Mental models are flexible in so far, as they are 

predictions about expected results in dealing with a problem. They can either be changed or 

reinforced according to environmental feedback. As with single rules of action, the repeated 

confirmation of a successful mental model can lead to its stabilization. Such unconscious, 

“crystallized” mental models, or belief systems, may turn out quite resistant to changes.8 

 

Different Kinds of Knowledge 

So far, learning has been described by the cognitive processing of special rules. These rules 

are the basis for different kinds of knowledge. One famous classification is Ryle’s distinction 

between knowing that (theoretical knowledge) and knowing how (practical knowledge).9 

“Knowing that” is about facts and causal relationships. The knowledge about objects and their 

meanings belongs to it as well as the explanation of cause-and-effect chains. This knowledge 

is communicable and can be visualized and stored in definitions, documents, diagrams or 

technical blueprints. “Knowing how” is skills and the practical ability to actually do 

something or perform a sequence of actions, like riding a bicycle or performing cardiac 

surgery. Practical knowledge itself is not communicable and therefore not directly 

transferable. One can describe how to ride a bike or what has to be done for a successful 

surgery, but that doesn’t result in the auditor being able to actually perform it. Practical 

knowledge can only be attained through performing the relevant tasks again and again, maybe 

guided by examples from skilled performers and imitation. A correspondent can be found in 

the distinction between the science and the art of medicine.10 As the example of the cardiac 

surgery indicates, some problems require the interaction between both forms of knowledge. 

The practical performance of the operation requires the theoretical knowledge of the human 

                                                 
8  Mantzavinos/North/Shariq (2003, 4). 
9  Ryle (2000); Mantzavinos (2001, 30-33); Kogut/Zander (1992, 386), using slightly different names. 
10  Cf. Malterud (2001, 398); Hussain/Raza (2004, 94). 
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physique and the functions of the used instruments, as well as the practical ability to thread a 

catheter into the aorta.11  

For both kinds of knowledge the distinction between conscious and unconscious 

application holds true. Frequently repeated motions might become a routine and are 

performed automatically when triggered by a corresponding cue, like stopping a car at a red 

traffic light and accelerating again when it switches to green. Also much of the theoretical 

knowledge is used without further reflection, for example the use of a theoretical concept like 

‘institution’. A definition once might have been learned, but through repeated use the 

underlying assumptions might get taken for granted – until ‘negative’ feedback from someone 

with a different understanding will maybe stimulate reflection about the concept again. 

Another common categorisation of knowledge is the distinction between explicit and 

implicit,12 which just slightly differs from what has been said so far. It more clearly divides 

the knowledge according to how easy it is to transfer. Explicit knowledge can be abstracted, 

codified, stored externally and thus be transferred easily. Implicit knowledge is – so far – 

unarticulated and engrained in a person. Additional to the entire practical, it also includes the 

unconscious theoretical knowledge, as Table 1 shows.13 

Table 1: Forms of Knowledge 

 Conscious Unconscious 

Theoretical Knowledge Explicit Implicit 

Practical knowledge Implicit Implicit 

 

                                                 
11  For a brief description of methods of cardiac surgery see Edmondson/Bohmer/Pisano (2001, 127). 
12  Often the word ’tacit knowledge’ is used synonymously with ‘implicit knowledge’. Here the term ‘tacit’ will 

be avoided, as there are too many authors using the term with too many different meanings. Either as 
practical knowledge (Nelson/Winter, 1982, 76-82), unconscious knowledge (Cohen et al., 1996, 683; Witt, 
2000, 744; Lam, 2000, 490) or the dynamic capability of acquiring practical as well as theoretical 
knowledge (Mantzavinos, 2001, 33 f.; Kogut/Zander, 1992, 389). 

13  “There are two kinds of knowledge: explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge can be 
expressed in words and numbers and shared in the form of data, scientific formulae, specifications, manuals, 
and the like. This kind of knowledge can be readily transmitted between individuals formally and 
systematically. …There are two dimensions to tacit knowledge. The first is the technical dimension, which 
encompasses the kind of informal personal skills or crafts often referred to as ‘know-how.’ The second is the 
cognitive dimension. It consists of beliefs, ideals, values, schemata, and mental models which are deeply 
ingrained in us and which we often take for granted. While difficult to articulate, this cognitive dimension of 
tacit knowledge shapes the way we perceive the world.” Nonaka/Konno (1998, 42). 
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The interaction between these different forms of knowledge is seen as decisive for the 

generation of new knowledge.14 It is important to note that, even when speaking about 

“making implicit knowledge explicit”, knowledge cannot change its basic character of 

practical versus theoretical. Through the process of reflection and trying to put the knowing 

how into words, new theoretical knowledge about the skilful doing might develop – the 

practical knowledge itself stays the same. It is building a theory about some sort of action, 

which has to be tested and evaluated.15 

 

Innovation and Change on the Organizational Level 

Theoretical facets of change in organizations 

How can the collective behaviour of several individuals, working together in an organization, 

be changed? Weick and Quinn (1999) show that theoretical as well as practical approaches to 

organizational change can be divided into two groups. The one is depicting organizational 

change as an intended intervention, leading to a planned, radical transformation of the 

organization in a relatively short time. This episodic change follows Lewin’s popular idea of a 

three stage process of “unfreezing”, “changing” and “refreezing” an organization that is 

suffering from inertia and thus being unable to appropriately adapt to its environment. In 

contrast, continuous change means ongoing processes of little adaptations that are not 

centrally planned according to a strategic goal. Instead the organization evolves through the 

cumulating of smaller updates of work processes through continuing trial and error processes. 

In such cases, the task of reflecting this process and redirecting it where appropriate may 

arise. 

Another favourite contradiction in literature on organizational learning is based on the 

level of change. Here processes of “adaptation”, “first-order change” or “single-loop learning” 

are distinguished from those of “learning”, “second-order change” or “double-loop 

learning”.16 The former describe simple behavioural adjustments due to negative performance 

feedback. It denotes improving the means according to given ends. The latter is regarded as a 

                                                 
14  Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997, 72 f.); Lam (2000, 490 f.). 
15  Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997) describe the process of making the practical knowledge of bread baking explicit, to 

build a baking machine. It took over a year until finally an engineer practically learned baking from a 
renowned baker and long trial and error engineering until that knowledge was transformed into a machine. 

16  See Argyris/Schön (1996), Weick/Quinn (1999, 368), Klimecki/Laßleben/Thomae (1999, 12) and Fiol/Lyles 
(1985), who also give a detailed account of the inconsistent use of these concepts by different authors. For 
an overview with examples from health care see Rushmer et al. (2004b, 395). 
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“higher” form of learning, also changing cognitive structures.17 Only in that case, the theories 

underlying the behaviour are reflected and the goals, norms and values of the organization are 

changed. 

Taken together, the picture of an organization is that of a collection of individuals and 

groups, constantly adapting their behaviour to better achieve the stated goals. Through 

environmental changes a situation can be reached, where these little behavioural adaptations 

are insufficient to secure the survival of the organization. Then, a deliberate and forceful 

intervention is necessary to change the goals and set the organization on a new track. A 

careful timing and adjustment of these two processes is crucial. A certain stability of the 

overarching goals is necessary as a reference point, to gain the fruits of ongoing adaptation 

and building of routines: the learning curve effects.18 This bears the danger of sticking to 

successful routines too long, ending up in a threatening “lock in”. On the other hand, too 

much exploration of new ideas may also be futile, because no trial gets the time to generate 

enough revenues to cover the costs related with experimentation.19 

In both cases, the organizational ideal is a successfully self-transforming organization.20 

So in all ways it is necessary to start with an understanding of how organizations work, why 

they get trapped in inertia or move the wrong way and finally, how they can be set on the 

right track of becoming a learning organization. Therefore the next step will be the extension 

of the individual problem solving framework to the organizational level.21 

 
                                                 
17  A view based on the distinction of behaviour and cognition, which certainly is not compatible with the 

notion of rule guided problem-solving that is followed here.  
18  Levitt/March (1988, 321); Argote (1999,  2f.). These effects are not limited to practical routines, but also 

apply to managerial learning of theoretical knowledge, as already acknowledged by Penrose (1995). 
19  For the interplay of „exploration” and „exploitation” see March (1991); Kogut/Zander (1992, 393 f.). 
20  “If organizational change generally occurs in the context of failures to adapt, then the ideal organization is 

one that continuously adapts. And this holds true whether the focus is episodic or continuous change.” 
Weick/Quinn (1999, 370 f.). See Rushmer et al. (2004a; 2004b; 2004c) for an adoption of the ideal of a 
learning organization to health care. 

21  According to Klimecki and colleagues the concept of organizational learning is of special relevance, as it is 
a more thorough theory than the many fast moving concepts of change. The common paradigm of different 
approaches to organizational learning is an underlying foundation on cognitive learning processes 
(Klimecki/Laßleben/Thomae, 1999). Their „unifying framework” describes learning as collective 
information processing with processes of building shared interpretations of signals through communication. 
This is what Mantzavinos (2001, 68) calls the “static” aspect of shared learning. Little attention is put on 
unconscious processes of building routines that may lead to inertia and the interaction of different forms of 
knowledge over time. Therefore a self-contained framework is developed in the following chapter, based on 
the cognitive learning paradigm developed in the previous chapter, and connected to findings of 
organizational learning literature. For the difference between information and knowledge also see 
Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997, 68-71). 
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Collective Learning and Shared Mental Models 

Usually the success of an individual action also depends on the actions of others. This is 

especially clear in organizations, where work is divided upon several agents and thus has to 

be coordinated to accomplish a common goal. Because every individual has experienced a 

unique history of successfully and unsuccessfully approached problem situations, all 

individual mental models differ.22 Additionally, the possibility of creative problem solving 

exists, which leads to the application of completely new solutions to a problem. Therefore 

social interaction is shaped by structural uncertainty about the behaviour of others. Anyhow, 

in a social interaction, the individual mental models of the members of a group also contain 

hypotheses about their colleagues. Through repeated interaction, these models are changed 

according to feedback and a set of rules concerning the work situation evolves that is shared 

by all group members.23 These shared mental models not only evolve spontaneously. 

Established rules of the organization are actively disseminated and newcomers entering an 

established team get socialized and actively learn from others through various mechanisms.24 

This collective learning taking place comprises all kinds and forms of knowledge. 

Especially relevant is the interplay between different forms of knowledge and between 

different levels of the organization (individual, team, division, organization).25 A useful 

framework for analysing this interplay was developed by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1997) to 

show how new knowledge is generated. In their view, the starting point for all knowledge in 

the organization is the individual. Without them, no knowledge can be created. Organizations 

provide the context for creative individuals and facilitate the process that amplifies the 

generated knowledge and strengthens its use.26 According to the distinction between explicit 

                                                 
22  Denzau/North (1994, 14); Witt (2000, 745). 
23  These kind of mental models are also referred to as transactive memory. “Research on ‘transactive memory’ 

… is also relevant for understanding whether knowledge is embedded in social structures versus in 
individuals. This research emphasizes that as social systems gain experience, members [!] acquire 
knowledge about the system as well as about their individual tasks. In particular, members acquire 
knowledge about who is good at what, about how to coordinate and communicate effectively, and about 
whom to trust. This knowledge in turn improves their performance.” Argote (1999, 83). 

24  „Organizational knowledge and faiths are diffused to individuals through various forms of instruction, 
indoctrination, and exemplification. An organization socializes recruits to the languages, beliefs and 
practices that comprise the organizational code … Simultaneously, the organizational code is adapting to 
individual beliefs.” March (1991, 74). 

25  Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997); Lam (2000). 
26  The point whether organizational knowledge is reducible to individuals or not is controversial and very often 

it is stated that “collective learning … cannot be reduced to the sum of the individual learning processes 
although it is based on individual contributions and on individuals as changes agents” (Siebenhüner 
2003, 18). See also Kogut/Zander (1992, 384); Weick/Roberts (1993, 365); Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997, 71); 
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and implicit knowledge, four mechanisms of knowledge conversion can be described, which 

can also be interpreted as the different settings, in which shared mental models evolve and are 

altered. This spiral of knowledge is depicted in figure 1. 

Figure 1: Modes of Knowledge Creation 

 

Source: Nonaka/Konno (1998, 43). 

Through socialization implicit knowledge is transmitted.27 As no “verbal” communication by 

means of language is involved, this mechanism works through shared experiences, 

observation and imitation. Therefore the direct interaction is required and with growing group 

size and decreasing intensity of contacts, socialization gets more and more difficult.28 It 

includes the learning of practical skills by an apprentice, as well as the unconscious adoption 

of norms and beliefs “how things work around here”. Newcomers might not learn the 

unwritten group norms because someone tells them. Their mental models will slightly adapt 

to the existing shared mental model through peer pressure, which may take very subtle forms, 

and by watching the behaviour of other group members and senior managers.29 As a result of 

                                                                                                                                                         
Nelson/Winter (1982, 104 f.); Levitt/March (1988, 320); Argyris/Schön (1996, 11); Argote (1999, 80 f.). 
Building on the cognitive approach of mental models, the position is taken here that organizational know-
ledge cannot be created without individuals. This is no contradiction to the possibility that collective 
knowledge can be more than the sum of its parts. Through the development of shared mental models, which 
reside in individual brains, organizations are capable of performing things that cannot be conducted by the 
individuals alone. To utilize their knowledge specific to the organization, individuals need the organizational 
context. 

27  For the following part see Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997, 75 ff.); Witt (2000, 744 f.); Mantzavinos (2001, 76 f.). 
28  Cf. Kogut/Zander (1992, 389); Witt (2000, 746); Mantzavinos/North/Shariq (2003, 5). 
29  Robinson (2001, 40); Weick/Roberts (1993, 367), who also point out that through answering the questions 

of newcomers, also the experienced insiders are often resocialized. 
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socialization, organizations are able to maintain certain routines and a special culture despite 

employee turnover. This can also become a source of dangerous patterns of collective 

behaviour like groupthink. 

The most difficult process is the converting of implicit into explicit knowledge, as it 

implies the articulation of the inexpressible. As already mentioned, this is not a real 

transformation of the implicit knowledge, than rather a process of building explicit symbols, 

metaphors, analogies or hypotheses about those implicit phenomena.30 Externalization 

includes the reflection upon unconscious theoretical beliefs and concepts as well as the 

description and modelling of how things are done. The interpretation of analogies and 

metaphors gives room for different interpretations. This may lead to inconsistencies and 

tensions in groups, prompting further reflection and discussion, which in turn shapes the 

shared mental models of the actors. The results of these processes can be stored in an external 

medium and thus be transmitted also beyond group borders.31 Outsiders will, of course, lack 

the deep understanding of that external medium, due to the missing shared mental model. 

Through the transferability of explicit knowledge it is possible to draw on several sources 

of knowledge to build something new through combination. Information from outside the 

organization may be utilized, as well as bringing together several sources of knowledge from 

within the organization.32 This blending of explicit knowledge requires a skill Kogut and 

Zander (1992) label “combinative capability”, which allows for taking advantage of 

capabilities, which so far have been unnoticed. Closely related to combination is the diffusion 

of explicit knowledge through the dissemination of external artefacts like documents, 

blueprints and technology. Because these, at least partially, contain of translations of implicit 

knowledge, the application of these external devices will differ in a context with different 

implicit knowledge. The explicit knowledge is re-translated according to the shared mental 

                                                 
30  Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997, 77-80). 
31  Mantzavinos (2001, 75); Mantzavinos/North/Shariq (2003, 5 f.), who see this mechanism as only applicable 

to theoretical knowledge. In contrast, here the argumentation is followed that external symbols about both 
kinds of knowledge can be made. The knowledge is not directly stored and applicable by someone else, but 
the symbols can function as a cue on which basis an interpretation is made, based on ones own experiences. 
Someone with prior experience in cooking will be able to learn preparing an unknown dish, guided by a 
cook book. Apart from that, practical knowledge may be stored in technical artefacts, actually performing a 
set of motions, like robots. Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997, 76) describe how an engineer learned (through 
socialization) how to knead dough and later on transformed this implicit knowledge into a bread-baking 
machine. 

32  Kogut/Zander (1992); Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997, 79 f.). 
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models prevailing in the new context.33 As a result, organizations are more likely to develop 

new knowledge in fields related to what they already do or know.  

A common form of combining external knowledge is through discourse. Attendants 

translate their implicit knowledge and ideas into words and possibly see that other people 

come to different interpretations. Clarifying the different points through discussion may lead 

to a new set of knowledge, for example stated in a strategy concept.34 

When new knowledge has been generated and is thereupon applied in every day action, it 

gets internalized after repeated conducting. The new explicit knowledge becomes part of the 

unconscious stock of implicit knowledge through “learning by doing”.35 

 

Entrepreneurs as the drivers of change 

So far it has been shown that the individual knowledge base of an organization is constantly 

moving. “There is a continual, more or less concerted meshing of individual’s images of their 

activity in the context of their collective interaction”.36 So the question remains of how this 

micro-level learning becomes organizational, how this process can be triggered in the case of 

inertia and from where the direction of change originates. 

The process starts on an individual level, by recognizing a “difference” between 

expectations and perceived actual outcomes that constitutes a new problem and has to be 

spread throughout the organisation later on.37 How this problem is handled, depends on the 

past experience with dealing with problems and the feedback actors received after trying a 

solution. Because for the individual, the effect on his personal utility is crucial, the 

employment of a solution to the problem does not depend on its effect for the organization. 

The members of the organization have to expect positive feedback for the option “pursuing a 

problem solution”. The so called “green room effect” describes how people are scared off 

                                                 
33  Cf. Polanyi (1962, 52); Nelson/Winter (1982); Kogut/Zander (1992); Weick/Quinn (1999, 376). 
34  Weick/Quinn (1999, 381). 
35  Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997, 82 ff.). 
36  Argyris/Schön (1996, 15). 
37  Argyris/Schön (1996, 11); Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997, 86). For a detailed analysis of the various kinds of 

differences serving as triggers of organizational learning see Klimecki/Lassleben (1999). 
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pushing forward with a new idea.38 This may lead to “suppressing a problem” as the 

individually best behaviour.39 

Apart from a culture enabling the articulation of problems and new ideas, an organization 

also needs the ascertained solutions to be implemented. Therefore the concept of opportunities 

plays a central role. Core questions concern the sources of opportunities and the processes of 

their discovery, evaluation and exploitation.40 According to the framework applied here, 

opportunities are developed through the mental models of entrepreneurs41 and constitute a 

hypothetical set of rules, which still have to be tested. This may take place through real 

implementation and to a certain degree through the “mental probing of alternatives” prior to 

action.42 Because of the division of labour in organizations, it is necessary for the successful, 

coordinated application of the new solution, to communicate the mental model to those 

members who take part in the implementation – a function Witt has labelled as “cognitive 

leadership”.43 The entrepreneur seeing a solution therefore has to explicate his vision and 

intensively interact with crucial multipliers to build a shared mental model of the problem 

solution. Through this externalization of the implicit idea, as well as through the stimulated 

discussion processes, the hypothetical mental model might get changed and enriched through 

the activated knowledge of the persons involved. The resulting concept gets spread by those 

“boundary spanners” to those groups of which they are members. Through this process, a 

transfer of the new idea takes place to the different parts of the organization.44  

The entrepreneurial services itself can be divided among members of the organization. 

Senior managers, for example, might be more prone to perceive the existence of a problem, 

due to a better overview of the organization and several sub-parts. Because of their greater 

distance to the actual organizational routines and a lack of expert knowledge, though, they 

might not be able to “see” the solution to the problem. In that case of top-down change, it is 

                                                 
38  Berthoin Antal/Lenhardt/Rosenbrock (2001, 867, 880-883). 
39  For an overview of cultural factors influencing learning in an organization see Rushmer et al. (2004a, 

378 f.). 
40   Shane/Venkatamaran (2000). 
41  The term change agent is replaced here by the concept of entrepreneur developed by Penrose. Entrepreneurs 

are the “individuals or groups within the firm providing entrepreneurial services, whatever their position or 
occupational classification may be. Entrepreneurial services are those contributions to the operations of a 
firm which relate to the introduction and acceptance on behalf of the firm of new ideas, …” Penrose 
(1995, 31 f.). 

42  Mantzavinos (2001, 54). 
43  Cf. Witt (2000). 
44  Kogut/Zander (1992, 389). 
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the task of cognitive leadership to act as a trigger and build the context or “learning arenas”, 

where agents with the relevant knowledge can interact to create a shared mental model with a 

solution.45 The role of the entrepreneur in this case is more that of a facilitator who guides the 

discourse and gives it a sense, rather than acting as a prime mover, convincing others of his 

idea.46 

 

Applying the framework to health organizations 

Knowledge and learning in health organizations 

The importance of both categories of knowledge – knowing that and knowing how – is 

especially clear in health care. A large body of theoretical knowledge about diseases, 

symptoms, treatments, medication and the like exists and is continuously expanding. This 

knowledge mainly consists of objects and cause-effect rules about which factors lead to which 

phenomena. Obviously, this knowledge can become unconscious through learning and 

repeated application – leading to “knowing-doing gaps” between „available medical 

knowledge and the daily clinical practice of many physicians and health care delivery 

organizations”.47 Therefore one problem for every practitioner in health care is to constantly 

update his individual theoretical knowledge. This form of explicit, scientific knowledge 

enjoys high popularity among the field and is expressed in the proliferation of clinical practice 

guidelines as a part of evidence based medicine and the support through IT-systems supplying 

large amounts of information.48  

The implicit “art of medicine” contains practical knowledge as well as deeply engrained 

unconscious theoretical knowledge about categories – often subsumed under the misleading 

term “tacit knowledge”. The character of practical skills seems to be obvious, having a lay 

image of physicians and nurses using a variety of instruments to perform different kinds of 

physical treatments. The importance of learning by doing – typical for know how – is shown 

through the requirements for physicians and hospitals, to perform a minimum amount of 

certain operations per year. A special task in the health sector is diagnosing.49 In the language 

                                                 
45  Nonaka/Takeuchi (1997, 87); Klimecki (1998, 29); Rushmer et al. (2004c, 401). 
46  See Weick/Quinn (1999) and their two different roles of change agents in episodic or continuous change. 
47  Adler et al. (2003, 13). See also Berta et al. (2003, 283). 
48  Cf. Adler et al. (2003, 21); Hussain/Raza (2004); Alaszewski (2005, 317). 
49  Cf. Malterud (2001, 398). 
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of the cognitive framework, it means the perception of signals (symptoms) and their 

classification to a certain category (disease). Which symptoms constitute a certain disease is 

also subject to scientific inquiry and is published in external documents. But the actual 

categories hold by a physician, are to a large extent the result of the personal experiences and 

the history of cases already encountered. Due to the complexity and ambiguity of the task, as 

well as the differences of patients and the necessity to partially rely on their oral descriptions, 

diagnosing is a practical task of judgment.  

That the sole reliance on explicit knowledge is misguided, has also found acceptance in 

medical informatics. An approach called “cased based reasoning” seeks the utilization of 

implicit knowledge gained through experience. The idea of looking for appropriate solutions 

to new problems and reusing rules that have proven successful, while refining unsuccessful 

ones, seems to be compatible with the framework developed in this paper. The stored cases of 

successfully solved problems may serve as a trigger, reminding the user of a known context 

and though activating his implicit knowledge, as well as a source of external solutions, which 

the user can take into consideration when faced with a decision.50 In this view, knowledge is 

not stored in the system. Instead, the system serves as support to the knowledge hold by the 

practitioners.  

Change and the adoption of innovation seem to be the normal course of life in health care. 

Not inertia seems to be the problem, but rather a wrong focus of learning activity, being 

preoccupied with technological change and disregarding organizational learning.51 For 

solving complex medical problems the cooperation of different experts with highly 

specialized individual knowledge is essential. This requires team learning of collective 

routines and the building of shared mental models about the expectations to the role every 

team member has to play. The continuous work in a hospital also requires the smooth 

transition between shifts and changing configurations of teams. In their study on the 

implementation of a new technology of performing cardiac surgery, Edmondson, Bohmer and 

Pisano (2001) found that the new technology required severe unlearning of old routines and 

posed new tasks upon team members.52 Comparing the differences between surgical teams of 

                                                 
50  Cf. Hussain/Raza (2004, 95); Abidi (2005); Shepherd et al. (2006). 
51  Cf. Edmondson/Bohmer/Pisano (2001, 10); Glouberman/Mintzberg (2001, 68). 
52  “More subtly, the new technology requires greater interdependence and communication among team 

members. … Thus the surgeon must rely on team members for essential information, disrupting not only the 
team's routine but also the surgeon's role as order giver in the operating room's tightly structured hierarchy.” 
Edmondson/Bohmer/Pisano (2001, 127). 
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16 medical centres in learning the new procedure, they found that the fastest learners shared 

three essential characteristics: 

- Designing a team for learning: When team members are carefully chosen by the 

leading surgeon, the learning took place at a higher rate, than in settings where this 

was not the case. 

- Framing the challenge: Teams with a leader stressing the collective character of the 

learning task and supporting team members in their learning efforts were more 

successful. „They emphasized the importance of creating new ways of working 

together over simply acquiring new individual skills. They made it clear that this 

reinvention of working relationships would require the contribution of every team 

member“ (p. 130). 

- Creating an environment of psychological safety: When confronted with a new 

problem, experimentation with various possible solutions and the revision of 

unsuccessful trials is important. In a team, this requires a surrounding in which 

individuals don’t fear negative personal feedback when proposing ideas, pointing out 

errors and admitting own mistakes.53 

On an organizational level, the smooth interaction of separated but interdependent teams and 

departments is necessary (e.g. the handing over between shifts as well as different inputs to 

the overall process of curing from different parts of the organization, like laboratory, 

pharmacy, etc.). Tucker/Edmondson (2003) examined the problem-handling of nurses. When 

disturbances of their tasks occurred as a result of boundary-crossing process failures, they 

tried to fix the problem somehow, in order to quickly resume their work. Only in 7% of the 

cases they communicated the problem. Therefore the chance to track the underlying causes 

and engage in “second-order problem solving” to change the routines was lost in most of the 

occasions.54 This indicates a lack of coordinative activities that can assure a smooth inte-

gration of different sub-processes. 

 

 

 

                                                 
53  See also Rushmer et al. (2004a, 379). 
54  The proneness of nurses towards single-loop learning is also found in Rushmer et al. (2004b, 394) and 

Alaszewski (2005, 317). 
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Organizational structure and culture in health care 

Glouberman and Mintzberg (2001) argue, that the problems of health care stem from the stern 

structural and cultural separation of four distinct worlds or “silos”, divided by horizontal and 

vertical cleavages. This is reflected in organizations through the relatively independent groups 

of doctors, nurses, managers and trustees, as well as on a societal level through distinct 

organizations of acute cure, community care, public control and community involvement. 

Acknowledging, in principle, the necessity of these borders due to a division of labour, they 

regard the disconnections as futile and plead for a better cooperation and coordination among 

these worlds.55 Likewise Rushmer et al. (2004, 376 f.) point to the following factors, which 

make organizational learning extremely difficult in health care: time pressure, no sharing of 

chances to learn, no feedback-loops, conflicting demands from different parts of the 

organization, spatial separation, fluctuation leading to the loss of implicit knowledge, 

professional boundaries and unhelpful hierarchies that sometimes inhibit innovative practice 

and the sharing of ideas. 

Begun and Luke (2001) on the other hand state a growing variety of organizational forms, 

also including growing interactions between different organizational worlds (e.g. between 

hospitals and physicians, between insurers and physicians or between insurers and hospitals). 

They conducted an exploratory study of the factors underlying the growing diversity of 

organizational forms in the U.S. health care sector between 1982 and 1995. Their regression 

analyses seek to explain the difference in the diffusion of “new organizational forms” between 

local markets. The basic finding is that market size and geographical region determine the 

path of development, while the trigger that has lead to the spreading of organizational forms, 

as well as the occurrence of the invention of the forms itself, has not been investigated.56 

Additional to a separation in the organizational hierarchy, there are certain cultural factors 

like role perceptions, which support the lack of coordination. For nurses, as an example, 

“‘appropriateness’ is seen as the maintenance of order and routine that they see as a necessary 

condition for the safe performance of nursing duties.”57 Nurses feel satisfied when being able 

to autonomously solve problems and “avoid unpleasant encounters with cantankerous 

                                                 
55  See also Adler et al. (2003, 24 f.); Rushmer et al. (2004a, 376). 
56  There is one brief note that the growth was „largely in response to pressures to control costs” (Begun/Luke, 

2001, 63). In regard to the organizational forms it is mentioned that six out of eight already existed before 
the investigated period of time (p. 64). 

57  Alaszewski (2005, 317). 
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physicians or managers as long as possible”.58 Physicians often see themselves as highly 

specialized experts intervening to cure patients, but being somehow detached from the 

supporting processes of hospitals.59 Another aspect of the mindset that affects what is learned 

are the rules assigning values to considered options. Improvement will not lead to a certain 

direction, as long as there are no corresponding norms in the mental models of the actors. A 

lack of efficiency in health care will therefore remain as long as many physicians still adhere 

to the norm that “patient’s health needs should be met whatever the cost”.60  

 

Entrepreneurs in health care 

There exist numerous accounts of the special features of knowledge, organizational structure 

and culture in health care, whereas special applications of entrepreneurial concepts to that 

field are hard to find. For example, McCleary/Rivers/Schneller (2006) develop a “diagnostic 

framework”, to understand “what entrepreneurial traits, types, and/or dispositions precede 

entrepreneurial behaviors”.61 They collect personal characteristics ascribed to entrepreneurs 

from the existing literature and group them according to predisposing factors (like experience, 

knowledge, age), enabling factors (like credibility, skills, self-efficacy) and reinforcing factors 

(e.g. autonomy, flexibility). For some factors research findings about their impact on 

entrepreneurship are mentioned, but none specifically for health care. So – apart from the 

problems of focusing on special attributes that distinguish entrepreneurs from other persons62 

– the question remains whether entrepreneurship in health care exhibits properties distinct 

from the business sector. 

Entrepreneurship, understood as the discovery, evaluation and exploitation of 

opportunities to create goods and services, is a multidimensional process that involves the 

environment, organizations and individuals and can take place within existing organizations 

or by establishing a new venture.63 Guo (2006) tries to structure all these aspects by 

attempting to develop an “integrative model of entrepreneurial management processes”. This 

consists of a rather eclectic accumulation of factors, which may affect entrepreneurship, 

                                                 
58  Tucker/Edmondson (2003, 61). 
59  Cf. Glouberman/Mintzberg (2001). 
60  Adler et al. (2003, 17). 
61  McCleary/Rivers/Schneller (2006, 561). 
62  Cf. Shane/Venkatamaran (2000, 218). 
63  Shane/Venkatamaran (2000). 
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derived from various theories on entrepreneurship or leadership. No factor is discussed in 

depth and no causal relations are considered. Nevertheless, one point that should be 

mentioned here is the role of the environment. Entrepreneurs act on the border between the 

organization and its environment.64 They translate external developments into organizational 

information and try to form an environment supportive for the organizational task. The 

environment provides signals influencing what an entrepreneur may perceive as opportunity 

(e.g. technological and demographic development leading to forms of treating age related 

diseases) as well as enhance or restrict the set of possible solutions (for example through 

political regulation).  

For the pursuit of perceived opportunities that have been judged valuable, the 

entrepreneur has to move the organization and its members in the new direction – that is, 

engaging in transformational leadership. „A positive leadership impact is likely to be 

recognized as one that involves others and helps them to do things for themselves, builds their 

capacity and confidence or as a hard influence that steps in and forcefully removes blockages, 

creating opportunities and driving things forwards by organizing practice time, roles and 

systems. In this way leaders champion the changes.”65 This also includes changing the 

categories and priorities. One important factor for enhancing organizational innovation in 

health care is therefore the improvement of leadership skills not just from managers, but also 

from leading physicians.66 

 

Conclusion 

Changes are initiated by entrepreneurial agents perceiving a problem and developing a mental 

model of a potential solution. Whether an idea is actually realized depends on the successful 

process of spreading it through the organization. During the travel of that idea, it sparks the 

interaction of different kinds of knowledge of various organizational members, enriching the 

original idea and giving way to a new shared mental model. Whether and how this process 

might lead to a better organizational performance, depends on the existing individual and 

organizational knowledge, the possibility to create the context which is necessary for 

reflection and interaction and agents delivering entrepreneurial services. 

                                                 
64  Guo (2006, 505). 
65  Rushmer et al. (2004c, 403). 
66  Cf. McAlearney et al. (2005); Guo (2006, 524 f.). 
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A brief literature review revealed first clues about relevant factors of change and learning 

in organizations providing health services. Individual scientific knowledge and autonomy are 

highly valued by actors in health care, whereas matters of cooperation and collective learning 

are underrated, leading to inefficiencies and faulty processes. This is supported by structural 

factors supporting an isolation of professional “silos”. Though, for improving the performance 

of health organizations, the building of structures for enhancing the interaction among all kind 

of workers seems to be fruitful. This also presupposes a change of culture and role perception 

towards a greater feeling of responsibility towards group processes. To start such a process, 

entrepreneurs are needed, who spot the opportunities for improvement and engage in 

cognitive leadership to persuade others of that potential and actively support individual as 

well as collective learning processes. 

Engaging in attempts to improve requires the preceding perception of a gap between goals 

and actual outcome. Such a gap can only be recognized in a category defined as important, 

because otherwise, there would be no expectation to be failed.67 Therefore goals like 

efficiency or better coordination have to be internalized by the actors. This is easier, when the 

new vision can be related to already existing norms through “joint priority-setting”. The high 

commitment of staff in health care is often mentioned. A possible way therefore might be to 

show the positive affects of improved processes on the individuals’ striving for quality care 

(e.g. through achieving a reduction of disturbances of tasks, due to missing supplies or mis-

understandings).68  

How to get to the situation described so far remains unclear. Obviously, agents actually 

working in those organizations have to engage in what has been labelled entrepreneurial 

services. Someone has to start. What factors effect this entrepreneurial behaviour especially in 

the health care sector still has to be studied in more detail. Here, the cognitive framework can 

serve as a basis to analyzing prevailing mental models and the process of perceiving 

opportunities. Additionally, an extension of the framework presented here is necessary to 

cover inter-organizational changes and integrate the influence of societal institutions on 

learning processes.69 

 

 
                                                 
67  Cf. Klimecki/ Laßleben (1999). 
68  Adler et al. (2003, 25-28). 
69  Cf. Lam (2000); Berta et al. (2005). 
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